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Outline

- Using Photonic Crystals properties for integrated sources 
and   devices;

- Tailored DOS, Control of Spontaneous emission,  
Ph.C.microcavities;

- Photonic Crystal Biosensors: a few examples; 

- Photonic crystal fibers and applications;

- Nonlinear effects enhancement, SHG and parametric 
fluorescence
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Complex band structure Internal field enhancement
- Low threshold lasing
- Enhanced nonlinear optical effects

Spatial dispersion (Superprism effect)
- Negative refraction
- Large angle deflection 500x
- Self-collimation

Dispersive refractive index dispersion
- Control of light propagation
- Phase-matching for harmonic generation

dω/dk → 0: slow light
(e.g. DFB lasers)

backwards slope:
negative refraction

strong curvature:
super-prisms, …

(+ negative refraction)

Bulk Photonic crystals properties



Control of Electromagnetic Waves
Optical Microcavities: High Q and small Veff

The interaction of light and matter can be dramatically altered by the presence of a microcavity;

The degree to which it is affected is a function of the photon lifetime in the cavity ( Q=ωτph) and 
the spatial localization ( Veff).

Some important processes depending on Q and Veff include:

- Enhanced spontaneous emission ( Purcell factor)  ~ Q/Veff ;

- Strong atom-photon coupling in cavity QED ~ Q/(Veff)1/2 ;

- Raman lasing threshold ~ Veff/Q2 ;

- Second harmonic generation, Nonlinear parametric interactions

- Single molecule fluorescence detection

- Biomolecular sensing

K. J. Vahala, "Optical microcavities“, Nature, vol. 424, No. 6950, August 2003

S. Noda et al. Nature Photonics Vol 1 August 2007



Electromagnetic Density of States for a finite-size three-dimensional structure

D’Aguanno et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 69, 057601 (2004)

Starting from the power emitted by an electric dipole of dipole moment p0 oriented along
xˆ in a 3D system:

For a dipole emitting in the free space:

Local DOS
DOS

Spatial average over the 
volume of the open system
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Fermi’s golden rule states that the single atomic dipole rate of transition W from an 
excited state to a lower state through emission of a photon of frequency ω may be 
written as:

Spontaneous-emission enhancement/suppression

Hint=µµµµ••••E is the interaction Hamiltonian that couples the dipole moment operator µ to the 
electric field E, and |i> and |f> are the initial and final states of the dipole-field system

The rate of this transition is determined 
by the photonic density of states and the 
electric-field strength at the position of 
the emitter.

1D DOS

Enhanced spontaneous emission

Suppression of spontaneous emission

DOS





Spontaneous emission (SE) occurs when an emitter relaxes from an excited state to its ground state by photon 
emission into an optical mode that is not occupied by other photons. 

Manipulation of SE, can be obtained by controlling the number of optical modes 
and their spatial distribution relative to the emitter.

2D example

Thin freestanding semiconductor slab structure:
semiconductor core (n ~ 3)
air cladding (n=1)

the overall SE rate is expected to decrease 
substantially as a result of the inhibition of 
optical modes in all 2D directions by the 2D 
PBG effect, whereas the emission efficiency in 
the direction normal to the crystal (in which the 
2D PBG effect does not appear) is expected to 
increase.

GaInAsP 2D PC slab with a single 
quantum-well (QW) light-emitting layer





Photonic nanocavity, SE coupled to the nanocavity mode.
the emission rate of the cavity mode can be significantly enhanced by a factor of 
Q/V, by means of the Purcell effect.

the modal volume V can be very small (the order of a cubic wavelength). 
Increasing Q while keeping a small V is not easy, as the radiation loss 
increases in inverse proportion to the cavity size.

L3 Cavity, 3 holes are missing

Q=45000 with a  cavity volume V = 0.69(λ/n)3



Basic idea to obtain minimum losses in the vertical direction

Gentle Gaussian envelope

X-component

In the Leaky region, TIR conditions 
are not satisfied, light is not 
confined in the slab

x

No out of plane leaks.
The cavity modes contains 
only wavevevector
components which fulfill TIR

Akahane et al, Nature 425, 944-947 (30 October 2003) 





Heterostructure Photonics nanocavity



Applications of Photonic Crystals for Biosensing

LASER (source):
Band edge lasers, VCSEL,
High Q cavity for low threshold lasing

Micro-optics, light manipulation:
Ph.C waveguides, Super prism effect, 
wavelength demultiplexer, negative 
refraction for perfect micro-lens

Sensor:
Slow light for enhanced light-matter interaction ( Linear and nonlinear)
Selective coupling of light can be tuned by infiltration of micro fluids or deposition of bio 
material on the Ph.C. surface.
Enhanced laser excitation of fluorescent molecules near the Ph.C. surface

Filters and Detectors:
Interferential filters are multilayer stacks, Ph.C resonat filters can also improve detection.
Efficiency of semiconductor detectors can be maximized ( moth’s eye patterning)



Micro-optics
LASER (source)

Sensor

Filters and Detectors
+ Micro fluidics + Electronics

Using photonic crystals they could be enclosed in a single chip

LAB on a chip

Applications of Photonic Crystals for Biosensing



Photonic Crystals Biosensors
Label-free detection: the sensor operates by measuring changes in the wavelength 
of reflected light as biochemical binding events take place on the surface. For example, when 
DNA is deposited on the PC surface, an increase in the reflected wavelength occurs only where 
the mass density of the DNA results.

P. Y. Li, B. Lin, J. Gerstenmaier, B. T. Cunningham
Sensors and Actuators B 99 (2004) 6–13



Photonic Crystals Biosensors
The amount of wavelength shift is proportional to the deposited mass density. The 
readout instrument is able to detect deposited mass changes on the surface with 
resolution less than 1pg/mm2, and a spatial resolution of 4µm per pixel.

Clean (theory)

Experiment



Photonic Crystals Biosensors
The transmission and reflection spectra of the guided resonance exhibit Fano line 
shapes. A very important and attractive characteristic of these line shapes is the very 
sharp variation of the transmission coefficients from 0% to 100% over a narrow 
frequency range.

sensor that detects index-of-refraction changes in an aqueous solution utilizing guided 
resonances. The resonant peak widths and the expected peak shifts were designed 
with a 0.2 nm spectral line width of a typical VCSEL light source in mind.

A peak shift ∆λ=0.2nm corresponds to a detectable index change ∆n=1.5×10-3.

O. Levi, Proc. of SPIE Vol. 6447 64470P-9



Photonic Crystals Biosensors

16 April 2007 / Vol. 15, No. 8 / OPTICS EXPRESS 4530



Photonic Crystals Biosensors



Fluorescence biodetection: the 2D PC period can be selected  to provide a 
resonance for enhancing the laser excitation of fluorescent molecules near the PC surface. Since 
the excited leaky modes are radiative but localized in space during their finite lifetimes, they can be 
engineered to have very high energy density within regions of the PC at resonance. The intensity of 
emission of fluorescent  samples that are absorptive at the resonant wavelengths can thus be 
greatly enhanced by placing them in proximity to regions where the resonant modes concentrate 
most of their energy. Also extraction of emitted fluorescence can be maximized.

Photonic Crystals Biosensors

P. C. Mathias et al. Appl. Opt. 26, pp. 2351–2360, 2007.



Applications of Photonic Crystals for Biosensing

LASER (source):
Band edge lasers, VCSEL,
High Q cavity for low threshold lasing

Micro-optics, light manipulation:
Ph.C waveguides, Super prism effect, 
wavelength demultiplexer, negative 
refraction for perfect micro-lens

Sensor:
Slow light for enhanced light-matter interaction ( Linear and nonlinear)
Selective coupling of light can be tuned by infiltration of micro fluids or deposition of bio 
material on the Ph.C. surface.
Enhanced laser excitation of fluorescent molecules near the Ph.C. surface

Filters and Detectors:
Interferential filters are multilayer stacks, Ph.C resonat filters can also improve detection.
Efficiency of semiconductor detectors can be maximized ( moth’s eye patterning)





Ph.C. based Wavelength demultiplexer in a Silicon-on-insulator (SOI) substrate.
Before entering into the PC region, the incident optical beam ( with multiple 
channels) propagates in the unppatterned Si. ( broadeining of the beam ( 
preconditioning)

As the beams propagate through the Ph. C. , they expereince 3 basic effects:
Superprism effect, negative diffraction and negative refraction



Beams of different wavelengths propagate  in different directions inside the PC
(Superprism), plus difraction is compensated at the output



Photonic Crystal Fibers
Guiding light: Conventional Optical Fibres

Cladding

Core

nCore>nCladding

nCladding<nCore

nCore

• Total Internal Reflection (TIR)
– nCladding < nCore

– Core must be dielectric material
– Interaction between light and matter 

unavoidable
Non-linearity
Material Dispersion
Losses

http://www.physics.usyd.edu.au/cudos/



Photonic Crystal Fibers
• Bragg reflection

– Very low losses
– Bandwidth ?
– Angle of incidence ?
– Index contrast ?
– Fabrication ?

• Bragg fibres, “OmniGuide” fibres

Burak Temelkuran et al
Nature 420, 650-653, December 2002.

White/grey: 
chalcogenide glass/polymer



HighHigh--Energy Laser Energy Laser 
Guidance in the IRGuidance in the IR

Laser Surgery, Laser Surgery, 
Materials ProcessingMaterials Processing

Fiber DevicesFiber Devices

Dispersion Compensating Dispersion Compensating 
fibers, Tunable Cavities, fibers, Tunable Cavities, 

Lasers, Nonlinear DevicesLasers, Nonlinear Devices

Low loss Low loss 
transmission transmission 
of IR signalsof IR signals

IR ImagingIR ImagingCommunicationsCommunications

Photonic Crystal Fibers
Applications of Omniguide fibers



High-Power Transmission
at 10.6µm

[ Y. Fink et al., MIT ]
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Polymer losses @10.6µm ~ 50,000dB/m…

…waveguide losses < 1dB/m

[ B. Temelkuran et al.,
Nature 420, 650 (2002) ]



CO2 lasers have been used for years to treat patients diagnosed with 
Recurrent Respiratory Papillomatosis RRP. 
RRP involves tumor growths in the larynx and trachea that can lead to total 
obstruction of the breathing passages and ultimate death.

In the past, a CO2 laser ablation procedure could only be performed in the 
operating room, with patient under general anesthesia, because of the need 
to dislocate the jaw, in order to bring in the laser.

On November 19, 2004, a critically ill patient suffering from severe RRP 
(who could not undergo general anesthesia) was operated on by Dr. Jamie 
Koufman, Wake Forest Hosptial, NC using an OmniGuide CO2 laser fiber, 
in the first such minimally–invasive procedure. The patient was awake 
during the procedure and required only a topical anesthetic.

High-Power Transmission
at 10.6µm

http://ab-initio.mit.edu/mpb
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dHoles

Silica (or other)

Core : - hollow
- solid

Photonic Crystal

Birks, Roberts, Russel, Atkin, Shepherd, Electron. 
Lett. 31, 1941-1942 (1995)

Photonic Crystal Fibers

http://www.physics.usyd.edu.au/cudos/



• Hollow core and solid core PCFs

Mangan et al, OFC 2004
(1.7dB/km Loss@1550nm)

Photonic Crystal Fibers
Holey Silica Cladding
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above air line:

guiding in air core
is possible

below air line: surface states of air core
[ figs: West et al, 

Opt. Express 12 (8), 1485 (2004) ]

Photonic Crystal Fibers
Hollow Core and Holey Silica Cladding



Effective index vs PBG guidance

Hole/pitch

Core

Bandwidth

Periodicity

Mechanism

CrucialNot necessary

∆λ/λ∼10%Unlimited

Large (typ. 
d/Λ>0.9

Small or large

Hollow or solidSolid

coherent 
scattering

TIR “averaged 
index”

Photonic Crystal Fibers



Solid core: Striking Properties

– “Endlessly single-mode”
– Large effective area

– or Tight confinement

– Highly adjustable dispersion
– Adjustable birefringence

B
laze P

hotonics

M
angan

et al, O
F

C
 2004

Hollow core (Bragg&PCF): 
Properties

– >97% light in air, <3% in silica

– Highly reduced 
• Non-linearity

• Material absorption

• Material dispersion

– Bandwidth: ∆λ/λ∼10%

– Large Waveguide dispersion

– Typically “multimode”

Photonic Crystal Fibers



• Applications
– High power delivery
– Non-conventional wavelengths
– High power pulse compression

– Telecom
– Gas based non-linear optics

• Raman; high-order harmonic generation…

– Particle guidance

– Sensing

Photonic Crystal Fibers
Hollow core
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laze P

hotonics

“Endlessly” single-mode
[T.A. Birks et al Opt. Lett. 22, pp. 961-963 (1997)]

Photonic Crystal Fibers
solid core

If d/Λ<0.406 the fundamental mode is the only mode 
guided in the core, regardless of wavelength !

Single-mode fibres with arbitrarily large 
cores→ for same power reduced NL

High power fibre-amplifiers
High power fibre-lasers



B
laze P

hotonics
Photonic Crystal Fibers

solid core

Single-mode fibre with small core

Single-mode broad spectrum…
Tight confinement  
Enhancement of NL effects

Combination of ultra-high NL, adjustable dispersion:

Solitons in the visible

“Super-continuum” generation
output characteristics

390-1600nm flat spectrum
Coherent, Single-mode



• Further reading:
• Review papers

– J. C. Knight, “Photonic Crystal Fibres,” Nature 424, pp.847-851 
(2003)

– Ph. Russel, “Photonic Crystal Fibers,” Science 299, pp. 358-362 
(2003)

– B. J. Eggleton, “Microstructured optical Fiber devices,” Opt. 
Express 9, pp. 698-713 (2001)

– Optics Express (in general, contains several MOF papers in each issue)

• Books
– A. Bjarklev et al, Photonic Crystal Fibres, Kluwer Academic 

Publishers (2003)
– F. Zolla et al, Foundations of Photonic Crystal Fibres, Imperial 

College Press (in press).
– PJ Russel, Photonic Crystal Fibre, John Wiley and Sons (2005)

Photonic Crystal Fibers



PBG nonlinear enhancement

• Band edge field enhancement: lower the input intensity or 
reduce the structure size, Improves the efficiency of 
nonlinear processes and sensitivity to local field effects. 
Enhanced parametric processes, gap and Bragg solitons.

• Dispersion and diffraction controlled by design: slow light, 
waveguiding, superprism effects, Phase matching

• Combination of nonlinear and dispersive effects: Gap and 
Bragg solitons, modulation instabilities.



Second Harmonic Generation in PhC
-P.M.  (equal  PHASE velocity), ∆∆∆∆k=k2ωωωω-2kωωωω=0

If such condition is fulfilled, the FF and SH fields propagate 
with the same phase velocities

It is possible in PhC thanks to the 
geometrical dispersion and periodicity

-Field enhancement due to field localization

(  band edge and when T=1)

- Enhanced conversion efficiency

( ) ( ) 022
rrrr

=−− Gkk BlochBloch ωω
Where G is a reciprocal lattice vector.



Band Edge Effects

Finite size 1D photonic crystals transmission bands exhibit resonance peaks 
due to the boundary conditions with the external ( homogenous ) world.

In particular, resonances are sharper in proximity of the band edge.
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*Centini et al, Phys. Rev. E 60, 4891-4898 (1999)

Effective refractive index
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The expression of the conversion efficiency (η=ΙSH /Ιpump)
in the non-depleted pump regime is similar to the bulk case

22 ( , ) 2

( , )
2 ( , ) ( , ) (2 , )

0

8 eff pump

p s p
eff eff eff

d L I

c n n nω ω ω

π
η

ε λ

+ −

+ − =

( , ) (2) 2( ) *( , )
2

0

1
( ) ( ) ( )

D

effd z z z dz
L ω ωχ+ − + + −= Φ Φ∫%

deff contains both information on PM conditions and fields overlap

*G. D’Aguanno, et al. J. Opt. Soc. Am. B 19, 2111 (2002)

Conversion Efficiency U-Pho
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Non collinear Type II second harmonic generation

ω-p polarized

ω-s polarized

2ω-p polarized



ω-p polarized

ω-s polarized

2ω-p polarized

Non collinear Type II second harmonic generation
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Angular measurements:

PM interaction: FF fields tuned at the 
band edge resonance, SH  tuned at the 
second resonance near the band edge 

Slight Phase mismatch but the SH  is 
tuned at the band edge resonance 
(higher field localization)

Fields at the Pass Bands
No Overlap inside the Structure

Almost no energy inside 
the photonic crystal

27 deg

sk ,ω
pk ,2ω

p,ωθ
pk ,ω

U-Pho

A. Bosco et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 84, 3010 (2004).
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Y. Dumeige et al APL 2001, JOSAB 2002
Y. Dumeige et al PRL 89, 043901 (2002)



Optics Express, Vol. 14, Issue 25, pp. 12353-
12358 (2006)

M. Centini, et al,
"Simultaneously phase-matched enhanced
second and third harmonic generation," 
Phys. Rev. E 64, 046606 (2001) 
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�Size
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BULK MATERIAL

TWIN PHOTON GENERATION
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TWIN PHOTON GENERATION In PhC

�Size
�High brightness per mode
�Narrow linewidth

Drawbacks:

Difficult to find suitable materials in the 
visible.

Single photon detection at 1500 nm is 
not as well developed and efficient as in 
the visible range.

1D Ph Crystal

pω
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Parametric Fluorescence N=15of  Al(30%)GaAs
(160nm)/Al2O3(97nm)/ GaAs
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Frequency degenerate emission:
30 deg p-pol 1510 nm and  57 deg s-pol 1510 nm

Pump @ 775 nm, 42 deg, p-pol

Non degenerate emission
30 deg s-pol 1550 nm e 57 deg p-pol 1470 nm

J. Peřina Jr. et al. PRA 73, (2006)
Centini et al. PRA 72, 033806 (2005)
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